We present here the decomposition of methanol over Pt nanoparticles supported on a series of oxide powders. The samples tested may be roughly grouped in two categories consisting of large (~ 15-18 nm) and small (~ 8-9 nm) Pt particles deposited on reducible (CeO 2 , TiO 2 ) and non-reducible (SiO 2 , ZrO 2 , Al 2 O 3 ) supports. The smallest particles (~ 8 nm), deposited on ZrO 2 , were found to be cationic and the most active for the decomposition of methanol. Furthermore, the stability of metallic Pt and its oxides was observed to be dependent on the choice of support. In all Pt containing samples the reaction proceeds via the direct decomposition of methanol, as no significant amounts of by-products were detected in the experimental range of 100 -300°C.
Powder samples were deposited on carbon-coated stickers and transferred to an ultra high vacuum system (UHV, SPECS GmbH) for surface analysis by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). XPS data were collected using a monochromatic X-ray source (Al-Kα, 1486.6 eV) operating at 300 W and a flood gun was used to correct for surface charging during measurement. The respective binding energies of the powder samples were referenced to the Ti 2p 3 at 183.0 eV [33] .
Catalytic decomposition of methanol in the vapor phase was carried out in a packedbed mass flow reactor with a vertical quartz tube (inside diameter 4 mm) serving as the reactor vessel. In order to promote flow through the reactor, the powder catalysts (100 mg, 2% wt Pt) were mixed with 200 mg of inert quartz sand and divided into six 50 mg segments. These segments were separated and supported in the reactor by glass wool plugs. A thermocouple (K-type) in contact with the reactor was used to monitor temperature. Immediately prior to the reaction all catalysts were heated for one hour at ~ 200°C (below the initial calcination temperatures used to remove the polymeric nanoparticle shell) in a flow of He at 10 ml/min. Activities were measured at atmospheric pressure in the range of 100 to 300 °C. Helium was used as the carrier gas during all reactions and regulated at 10 ml/min by a mass flow controller (MKS). The product stream of the reactor was monitored by a quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS, HIDEN, HPR-20) with partial pressures of the product gases measured using the system's Faraday cup and SEM detectors. The QMS inlet has a maximum consumption of 16 ml/min and several flow experiments were conducted to optimize the experimental conditions. The composition of the feed was 0.01% MeOH relative to the flow of He, as determined by the partial pressures of He and the main fragment ion of MeOH (m/q = 31).
The polymer-salt solutions were also dip-coated on SiO 2 /Si(001) substrates in order to obtain particle size information (height) via atomic force microscopy (AFM) with a Nanoscope Multimode (Digital Instruments) microscope operating in tapping mode. In addition, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was carried out on the powder samples with a Tecnai F30 TEM operating at an accelerating voltage of 300 kV. Fig. 1 displays AFM images of the nanoparticle polymeric solutions dip-coated on SiO 2 /Si(001) after UHV annealing for 30 min at 500°C. Fig. 1(a) shows the particle solution used in all samples except the Pt/CeO 2 (#2) which is shown in Fig 1(b) . At this temperature, removal of the encapsulating polymer is observed by monitoring the C-1s XPS signal. Analysis of the images taken after annealing gives average particle height distributions of 5.1 ± 0.6 nm for (a), and 2.7 ± 0.5 for (b).
Results and discussion

Morphological and structural characterization
Figures 2(b-d) and 3 show typical bright-field TEM images of Pt nanoparticles supported on selected oxide powders. All samples underwent the same thermal treatments as described above and were prepared using the same nanoparticle polymeric solution [except Pt/CeO 2 (#2)]. Low magnification images were employed to obtain the average diameter of the Pt nanoparticles supported on the oxide powders. [34] . In Fig.   2 (c) the nanoparticle appears faceted (typical feature of nanoparticles in this sample) and a Pt(111) terrace is observed. For this sample, the support itself (CeO 2 ) displays significant agglomeration after annealing in air. In addition, the average Pt particle size in this sample was 14.6 ± 2.7 nm, indicating that strong nanoparticle coarsening had occurred. One explanation for sintering could be, as given by Perrichon et al. [35] , the destabilization of Pt particles on ceria. This effect stems from surface reorganization induced by O 2-mobility at temperatures near 300°C, which is below our calcination temperature (500°C). The authors also show an encapsulation/decoration effect which increases with increasing reduction temperatures with smaller particles being more susceptible to this phenomenon. This possibility will be discussed in connection with the activity of our two Pt/CeO 2 samples. Fig. 2 (d) shows a Pt particle (~ 12 nm) in our sample labeled Pt/CeO 2 (#2). This sample was made from a particle solution having a size distribution roughly half the size of the Pt/CeO 2 (#1) sample. Analysis of the HRTEM image of a small Pt particle in this sample indicated a slightly higher value for the lattice parameter (4.0 ± 0.04). Penner et al. [36] have observed the formation of Ptceria alloys starting at ~ 450°C with a lattice parameter of 4.16 Å. Because this sample underwent the same thermal treatment as the Pt/CeO 2 (#1) sample, and both samples show similar activities and size distributions, we might conclude that Pt particles, supported on CeO 2 , are not stable at annealing temperatures of 500°C or more, and Pt ceria alloys can be formed. In particular, smaller Pt particles seem to be more susceptible to the interaction with CeO 2 , in agreement with Perrichon et al. [35] . On Ce thin films deposited on Pt foils, Tang et al. [37] found evidence of strong Ce-Pt interactions and interdiffusion (rather than encapsulation) at and above room temperature. The presence of Pt-oxides at the nanoparticle's surface could not be detected by TEM, but will be discussed in the next section based on our XPS data.
For the Pt/SiO 2 sample, Fig 3(a) , a similar sintering behavior was observed. However, in this sample the distribution of particle sizes was very broad and averaged 15 ± 10 nm.
This might be related to the fact that the support itself was not of nanometer scale, but rather started out as large (1/8") pellets and was ground by hand into agglomerated powder. This may present to the supported particles a more widely distributed set of surface sites available for nucleation as compared to the already nanometer-sized ceria support. However, sintering of Pt on SiO 2 is not a new phenomenon and can be more prominent when heating takes place in air as compared to an inert atmosphere [38] . with diameters of 8.7 ± 2.1 nm and 8.3 ± 1.6 nm, respectively. These values are also in close proximity to the distribution of the Pt/TiO 2 sample having an average particle diameter of 8.6 ± 1.2 nm, details and images of which can be found in Ref. [15] . For the Pt/TiO 2 sample, we see that it is predominantly metallic with the 4f 7/2 appearing at ~ 70.5 eV. This corresponds to a negative binding energy shift of ~ 0.6 eV with respect to the bulk value of 71.1 eV. This is in agreement with our previous results [15] and is close to values reported elsewhere for similar TiO 2 -supported Pt particles [39] . Such negative energy shifts can be explained by charge transfer to the particle from the support due to delocalized electron distributions arising from oxygen vacancies [40] , or small particles with a large number of surface atoms having reduced coordination numbers [41] . The Pt/ZrO 2 and Pt/SiO 2 show a convolution of Pt bulk Pt) for ultrathin Ce films deposited on a metallic Pt foil [37] . In this work, the authors highlight the formation of Ce/Pt mixed layers due to enhanced interdiffusion at and above RT. In the case of our supported Pt nanoparticles, the large BE shifts observed for the Pt-4f core levels can be attributed to Pt where we expect to see the Pt 4f peaks. Shown is a superposition of two spectra taken before and after the addition of Pt to our Al 2 O 3 support. The shoulder, due to Pt, is emphasized with an arrow and the difference between the two curves (Pt contribution) is plotted at the bottom of the graph. 
Electronic and chemical characterization
Catalytic activity and selectivity
Where i P is the initial partial pressure of the main fragment ion of methanol
and T P is the partial pressure at a given temperature throughout the experiment. The percentages along the top of each graph represent the MeOH conversion at a particular temperature as given by equation (1) . Selectivity for each product gas is derived from the QMS data, along with stoichiometric considerations [equations (3)- (5)], and is defined as the percent of the total product that each particular partial gas pressure represents,
Where n A represents the output of the n th product gas. In our experiments CO 2 , and Dimethyl ether (DME) were obtained as by-products. CO 2 originates from CO produced in the decomposition of MeOH, reaction (3), and possible mechanisms involved in the production of CO 2 are the Boudouard and water gas shift reactions, (4) and (5) respectively:
DME may be formed according to equation (6) .
We note that during the catalyst's time on-line (~ 7 hours) we do not observe any deactivation or visible change in the catalyst and we might then rule out reaction (4) as giving a significant contribution. However, long-term deactivation studies have not yet been performed on these catalysts.
The SiO 2 support is absent in Fig. 5 because it was found to be inert over the range of temperatures used in the experiment (100°C to 300°C). The TiO 2 (a) and the Al 2 O 3 (d) each show similar selectivity with a tendency towards the formation of DME.
However, the selectivity of DME for the Al 2 O 3 remains high even at 300°C, whereas the TiO 2 shows a marked switch towards H 2 at that temperature. The ZrO 2 sample (c) remains inactive at temperatures below 200°C and no by-products are detected up to 300°C. For the CeO 2 sample (b), which becomes active at temperatures above 150°C, we see a high selectivity for H 2 and ~ 6% for CO 2 at 250°C decreasing to ~ 2 % by 300°C.
The formation of CO 2 could favor catalyst lifetime since CO poisoning will be reduced.
From the QMS data, equations (3) and (5), and neglecting (4), it was estimated that ~ 20 % of the CO from MeOH decomposition goes to CO 2 through the shift reaction at 250°C.
This sample also shows excellent activity relative to the other supports with almost 100 % conversion at 300°C. TiO 2 being the second most active with only 54 % conversion at 300°C. None of the supports tested were active for MeOH decomposition at or below 150°C. This effect may be attributed to the relatively high MeOH conversion observed on our Ptfree nanocrystalline CeO 2 powders, and the addition of even large Pt particles further enhanced the activity. Because this support performed relatively well before the addition of Pt, and our TEM images show agglomeration on this sample [ Fig. 2(a),(b) ], an additional sample was prepared with the goal of minimizing particle growth. This was done by preparing an alternate micelle solution with a Pt particle size distribution roughly half the size of the initial sample, as seen in the AFM images of Fig. 1 . From here the same thermal treatment was done as on the initial sample and TEM images were taken.
Unfortunately the new sample, denoted as Pt/CeO 2 (#2), produced analogous reactivity results, also shown in Fig 6. The TEM images obtained from this sample, after annealing in air at 500°C and before the reaction, were very similar to those of the first Pt/CeO 2 (#1) sample (Fig. 2) (Fig. 4 ) of our Pt/ZrO 2 sample.
An important point to note is that the least active samples (Pt/CeO 2 and Pt/SiO 2 )
both show particle coarsening with a significant increase in particle size. There are arguments which suggest that the support may be of minimal importance as long as the particles themselves have certain qualities, in particular, a high concentration of low coordinated surface sites [45] . The density of these sites increases with decreasing particle size, and therefore, we do not expect the density of such sites in the Pt/SiO 2 and Pt/CeO 2 samples to be high as compared to the other samples. With the addition of Pt, the previously inert SiO 2 displays a dramatic increase in catalytic activity. Furthermore, the CeO 2 support alone (without Pt) outperforms the Pt/SiO 2 sample (Figs. 5 and 6 ) and the addition of Pt to the CeO 2 support is expected to enhance its performance even further.
Although this was indeed observed, the increase in activity was not as significant as in some of the other catalysts investigated, such as Pt/ZrO 2 . It has been reported that the Pt in Pt/CeO 2 is the main catalytic species for the decomposition of MeOH [46] . This suggests that the relatively small improvement observed in this sample can be attributed either to the large size of the Pt particles considered, or perhaps a partial encapsulation of the Pt particles by CeO 2 , also suggested in Ref. [46] . As previously discussed, the possibility of alloy formation in the Pt/CeO 2 samples might also give rise to detrimental effects in the reactivity of this system. Due to the large nanoparticle sizes available in the Pt/CeO 2 and Pt/SiO 2 samples, we will exclude these samples from the comparative discussion of the support effects. 
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